Abstract. In this paper, four non-maximal Bell states are used as quantum channel to complete the probabilistic teleportation of four-particle cluster states. In the process, four Bell measurements are performed by the sender. Then a local Pauli operation is executed by the receiver according to the sender's measurement results. An auxiliary qubit is introduced and a special unitary transformation is implemented. Finally the probabilistic teleportation can be achieved by the receiver after measurement on the auxiliary qubit.
Introduction
In 1993, Bennett et al. proposed to transmit the information of an unknown qubit using classical channels and EPR pairs [1] , they called it quantum teleportation (QT for short). It has become one of the most important fields in quantum information. Much progress has been made theoretically [2] [3] [4] and experimentally [5] [6] [7] . Due to the entanglement of two quantum systems, QT can transmit the information of an unknown qubit without sending the qubit itself, only through quantum measurement and unitary operations. QT has stronger security and higher reliability compared with classical communication. Two-particle entangled states (EPR pairs are maximally entangled two-particle state.) are useful resources for QT. It can be used to complete teleportation of threeand four-particle W state [8] [9] [10] .
In recent years, QT has been studied using three-particle entangled states, like W-class state and GHZ state [11] [12] . In 2001, Briegel et al. proposed a new multi-particle entangled state, cluster state [13] . The entangled state can show very special properties when the number of particles is greater than 3-the persistency of entanglement and maximum connectedness. The cluster states have the properties of GHZ states and W entangled states and are more difficult to be destroyed by local operations than GHZ states [14] . Many scholars have proposed using cluster states as quantum channels to realize QT. Xiao et al. used five-particle cluster state as a quantum channel to complete QT of two-particle states [15] . Four-particle cluster state can help with probabilistic teleportation of the three-particle state [16] . Therefore, the preparation of cluster states is worth studying. Han et al. realized the probabilistic teleportation of four-particle cluster states using partially entangled EPR pairs and GHZ states [17] . By using EPR pairs as the quantum channels, Hong et al. realized QT of the four-particle cluster state [18] .
In this paper, we propose to use four two-particle non-maximal entangled Bell states as quantum channels to realize the probabilistic teleportation of an unknown four-particle cluster state. The probability of the quantum teleportation is obtained. Compared with the results in [18] , ours are more general.
Teleportation of Four-particle Cluster States Based on Non-maximally Entangled Bell States
Assuming that there are particles 1, 2, 3, 4 on an unknown four-particle cluster state, this state can generally be expressed as where . The sender Alice wants to transmit the unknown four-particle cluster state to the remote receiver Bob, then the quantum channel composed of entangled particles must be shared between them. Suppose that Alice and Bob have established four two-particle non-maximal entanglement channels in advance: Alice first carried out the Bell basis measurements on its own particles (1, 5) (2, 7) (3, 9) (4, 11). The total possible results are as follows:
, (1) , (2) , (3) , (4) , (5) , (6) , (7) , (8) , (9) (10)
, (11) , (12) , (13) (14) , (15) , (16) in which, and are Bell basis composed of particle i and j, they have following forms: Then Alice notifies Bob through the classical channel, but Bob cannot only get the original state by unitary transformation, because the non-maximal entangled channel has distorted the transmitted quantum state. However, there are some unknown channel parameters in the metamorphosis, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, which can be used to construct a special unitary transformation by introducing an auxiliary particle with an initial state , so that the distorted quantum state can be restored.
Therefore, based on the idea of reference [8] , we proposes the following method. the value of (i=1,2,3,4) in the formula for each measurement outcome is shown in Table 3 .
Finally, the operation and a measurement in basis } 1 0 { ， on the auxiliary qubit are carried out, and the distorted quantum state can be recovered to the original cluster state with a certain probability. 
, the total probability of success is 1/4.
Summary
In this paper, a probabilistic teleportation scheme using four two-particle non-maximal entangled states as quantum channels to transmit unknown four-particle cluster states is described. Due to the effect of noisy environment, it is very difficult to get the maximum entangled state in real experiment. Therefore, we propose to use the non-maximally entangled states as quantum channels, which has certain practical significance. In our scheme, the sender first performs the two-particle Bell measurement for four times, and informs the receiver of the measurement result through the classical channel, and then the receiver performs a local unitary transformation on his state. After introducing an auxiliary qubit, a series of unitary transformations are carried out, that is, the probabilistic teleportation of the four-particle cluster state can be realized with a certain probability, and the probability of the quantum teleportation can be obtained. In this paper, a more general conclusion is obtained than that in reference [18] , that is, when 2
, which is a special form of our results. 
